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ey there. 1 just felt 1 had contact you and tell you the /
eelings 1 felt when 1 saw the ad poster called  Crank out j
:arb burning  with a guy on a bicycle. 1 love how
fransperth is supporting bike riding and promoting a
nore active fitness approach to getting oneself around
own, and 1 appreciate the hard work you ail do in
egards to this. But the truth is, that 1 felt myself
annoyed that there was not a female counterpart poster
also. As it stands now, only having a male poster ad
promotes the idea that fitness mountain bike style
•iding is only for males and it's not somethin  that
would be culturally normalised for a female to do. Can 1
ask you do a poster that shows a fit and strong female
enioving her bike too? That's only fair. Thanks.

k copy of the
idvertisement is attached.

351905 4/10/2017 !
9:38:56 AM f

1

353972 27/10/2017
9:38:36 PM

1 am writing to complain about an advertisement on one
of your buses, for an R rated video  ame/movie. 1 do not
think it is appropriate and it is definitely not for  eneral
audiences. 1 request that it be taken down and replaced
with something more family friendly. 1 trust you will do
the right thin  for our children's sake. Thank you.

Unknown as to what

advertisement the

complaint is referring to.

354223 31/10/2017
1:08:27 PM

Caller is putting a complaint in regarding an
advertisement that was placed on Transperth bus
service. The advertisement was placed on the back of
the bus and was advertisin  a horror movie. Caller said
her 12 year old son had seen the advertisement on the
bus and was left feeling terrified and suffered a few
sleepless nights. She said that the advertisement on the
bus was irresponsible. Caller was not happy with choice
of advertisement and said that the advertisement was
not in the best interest of the public.

Unknown as to what

advertisement the

complaint is referring to.

355623 15/11/2017
2:24:32 PM

Happily driving to work the other day when confronted
by the advertising on the back of the bus. Running Bare.
There she is legs astride meters high towering over me.
And it got me thinking. Why do 1 feel so uncomfortable.
Oh! 1 know just one more image of the woman 1 will
never be slapping  e in the face. Oh thats good 1 can let
that go now. We round the corner together. Nup...that

is not it. Still feeling that there is something wron  with
this picture. AAAhh a thought comes. It looks like it has
come out of a porn magazine. Yes that is it the bit
where the producers of such things ensure the male can
insert himself into each photograph. But aren't they
trying to sell it to women??? 1 know you are poor
Transperth and need all the advertising funds you can
manage - but can you please be a bit more selective?

A copy of the
advertisement is attached.

36929! 27/03/201!
11:44:30 AIV

1 note that advertising for Far Cry 5 appears on the 935
bus and presumably on others. The advertisin  parodies
the Last Supper, and therefore is not appropriate, to say
the least, at Easter or at any other time. Given previous
offensive advertising, 1 am no longer willing to use

Transperth.

A copy of the

advertisement is attached.
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was driving to work yesterday with my 1.5 year old son
and we pulled to a stop at a traffic light right next to a
bus with huge The Nun ad on plastered on it. 1 tried very
hard to distract my son so he doesn't see it. It is a very
scary and disturbing picture especially for young
children that do not know what is real or fiction. To put
such ad on public transport that can be seen by
everyone including children is just disgusting and
insensitive. 1 am sure there are plenty of others ad that
Transperth can use to make some money. Children can
be scarred and have issues with sleeping  arkness etc.
Exposing them to scary images is hardly necessary,

warranted or acceptable.

copy of the

advertisement is attached.
385349 18/09/2018

12:52:23 PM

387725 16/10/2018
2:33:42 PM

1 am writing to complain about the 'Venom' a vert you
have displayed on the side of a transport bus. 1 was
taking my 6 year old son to school around two weeks
ago when he spotted it on Wanneroo Roa . This image
is way too graphic and has caused him a lot of distress.
He is not sleeping well and keeps wanting assurance
that the image is not real. 1 think this is highly
inappropriate advertising for a public bus and there
should be stricter guidelines on what you allow to show
to the public. A six year old shouldn't have to see that

ima e.

A copy of the
advertisement is attached.



Grab a work out before and after work. Now with more bike shelters
at more stations, it s never been easier to ride yourself fit.

For  ore infor ation visit ti ansperth.wa.gov.au and get rolling.
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